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Maintenance Clean 
    

       ALL ROOMS: 

 General straightening: fold blankets, fluff pillows 

(this does not include picking up clutter) 

 General quick, dry dusting 

 Damp wipe surfaces  

 Wooden shutters/blinds dry dusted 

 Ceiling fans dry dusted 

 Baseboards dry dusted 

 Windowsills dry/damp wiped 

 Floors vacuumed and mopped 

 Empty trash 

 Interior doors & door frames dry dusted 

       KITCHEN: 

 Clean sink and counters 

 Spot clean backsplash 

 Clean microwave interior and exterior 

 Clean stove top and hood 

 Clean exterior appliances  

 Spot clean cabinet fronts 

       BATHROOMS: 

 Bathtubs/showers wiped down 

 Sinks and vanity cleaned 

 Mirrors cleaned 

 Toilets disinfected and cleaned 

 Chrome fixtures shined 

 Spot clean cabinet fronts 

       BEDROOMS: 

 Mirrors cleaned 

 Beds straightened 

       COMMON AREAS/FOYER: 

 Mirrors cleaned 

 Up to 2 glass entry doors cleaned 

 Dust front door and door frames 

 

Add-on Services 
       

       ADDITIONAL SERVICES FOR A FEE: 

 Refrigerator inside (must only be ½ full) 

 Oven inside (run self-cleaning cycle the night before) 

 Dishes washed - per sink full 

 Bed sheets changed - per bed (must provide clean linen) 

 Shutters/Wooden blinds hand washed - per set 

 Window interiors cleaned - per window 

 Baseboards (hand washed) - per room 

 Cabinet interiors; empty - per cabinet 

 Couch vacuumed 

 Steam mop floor – upgrade 

 Patio swept/light furniture cleaning 

 Garage swept/mopped 

 Outdoor grill cleaned; brush grill, wipe exterior 

 Product – Lavender Mint Bliss - Spray Bottle 

 Product – Lavender Mint Bliss - Concentrate 

 Product – Lavender Mint Bless - Spray + Concentrate 

 

Checklist (Recurring Service): Weekly, Bi-weekly, Monthly 

 
*New Clients may require additional time for the initial service 

*Refer a client and get $25 credit! 
Happy with your clean? Leave us a google review and your team will get an extra bonus! 

Something not quite right? Call us within 24 hours and we will be happy to make it right! 

Thank you for supporting our local business! 
*When they sign up for recurring service 

 

http://www.ecomamagreenclean.com/

